
AQUA



AQUA D03



With the new smart ROBOTBAS showers the bathroom becomes part of the entire  
automation system of the hotel room, providing the guest comfort with functions such as 
warm up, bathtub or spa filling, and while optimizing and reducing the consumption of 
water and energy. 

AQUA.
The new smart showers



MyRoom:  
the ROBOTBAS app

With MyRoom you can customize the functionalities of the AQUA D03 smart shower.



WARM UP
Preheat the water to the 
desired temperature
before the guest gets in
the shower.

FILL THE BATHTUB
Fill the bathtub, taking  
advantage of the initial cold 
water, until obtaining the 
pre-established temperature 
and volume.

SPA
Execute water sequences 
mixing temperature, flow 
and water outlets.

CHROMOTHERAPY
Enjoy and stimulate sensations 
with a therapy that mix water 
and colours.

RELAX
Create relaxing ambients 
dimming the intensity of the 
bathroom lighting.

DO NOT DISTURB
Activate the room service 
'Do not disturb' feature 
from the shower.

Functions



AMAZING COMFORT
It has a thermostatic system that makes it possible to keep the  
temperature and the water flow constant throughout the shower,  
in spite of the pressure variations in the installation.

WATER CONSUMPTION CONTROL
Limits of temperature and water flow can be established, reducing  
the operating cost and guaranteeing a responsible use of natural  
resources.

WATER CONSUMPTION RECORD
The ROBOTBAS smart shower integrates cold and hot water  
meters, allowing to record and analyze the water and energy  
consumption of each room.

EASY TO INSTALL AND MAINTAIN
The R7000 series has been specially designed to be installed  
and maintained by staff with no specialized training.

RELIABILITY AND DURABILITY
ROBOTBAS products incorporate widely verified industrial  
technology that translates into a lower failure rate and an  
increase in the useful life of the system.

Some of the advantages of AQUA are:



Water smart mixer  
system AQUA V03

Water smart mixer system with 3 outlets with thermostatic technology, completely  
electronic. It calculates the exact proportion of hot and cold water to obtain the flow  
and temperature required by the user.



Touch switch LS7544 JLS B



Control from touch switches

The functions of our AQUA smart shower can be integrated into the touch switches of 
the LS990 series, allowing the various functions to be activated from anywhere in the 
room. These touch switches, finished in ultra-resistant glass, with LED backlighting  
and haptic feedback, are customizable in color, iconography and functionality, and are 
available in one, two, three, four or six functions.



AQUA system devices

RC7660 
The RC7660 is a SiSLink/IP room control over Ethernet with SiSLink/C3 bus and  
a power supply added. This model allows to control 2 fan-coil and 2 radiant floors,  
24 on/off light points (all dimable), 16 configurable scenes with support for blinds.



IF7943 AQ
SiSLink/C3 bus communication interface  
that allows the integration of any AQUA series device 
with the room’s domotic automation system.  
This device is compatible with ROBOTBAS R7000 
series room controllers.

BI7580
Bluetooth interface for SiSLink/C3 bus  
with the ability to connect a smart device. It allows 
you to control a room using the MyRoom* application 
available in AppStore and Play Store.

LD7253
RGB colour dimmer for the SiSLink/C3 bus. It has 3 
PWM outputs that allow direct dimmerization of LED 
strips.

*Available in 2021





Installation scheme



AQUA P01
Complete your AQUA experience with  
the touch switch with flow and temperature  
control for 1 outlet mixer box.

Electronic faucet

AQUA V01
Water smart mixer system  
with 1 outlet with thermostatic  
technology, completely electronic. 
It calculates the exact proportion of hot and 
cold water to obtain the flow and temperature 
required by the user.
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